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Below is a list of all summer crops in the Stardew Valley and their prices at basic cost. There are also growth times listed along with the cost of seeds in the general store. They are listed with the highest cost crops first, so you know what is most profitable. Fertilizers will make them even more profitable.
Keep in mind the turn times when the season first starts if you're broke. You can plant something quickly with a decent profit, then go to mass production of the most profitable fruits or vegetables, so you can afford to buy more seeds for a profitable crop. Click to learn more about agriculture in the Stardew
Valley. Also, you may find it helpful to know which cultures grow for each season of bundles. Summer Culture in Stardew Valley CropCostGrowsSellProfit $ per day Blueberry $8013 days $240 $160 $12.3/day blueberries can actually produce up to $35/day if you plant them in early summer as they
harvest every 4 days when mature. Blueberries produce 3 berries when harvested at $80 each. Starfruit $40,013 days $800 $400 $30.1/day Starfruit Seeds can be bought in the desert once you have repaired the pelican city bus, completing the Vault Bundle (one of the last). Red cabbage $1009 days
$260$160$17.8/day Red Cabbage Seeds are only available in the general store from the 2nd year of summer. Melon $8012 days $250$170$14/day Melons are an attractive option. They can become giant crops if you put them in big patches (3x3 minimum) and give twice, so you may be surprised by
even greater profits! Giant crops are harvested with an axe. Hops$6011 days $25$-35$13/day Hops can be collected for a total of 17x (as it is collected daily after maturation) in order to provide a profit of $13/day. It can be turned into pale ale for even greater profit, but it takes time and kegs. Hot
Peppers$405 days $40$0$10/day Hot Peppers are available every 3 days after maturity. This allows you to collect them 8 times a season, so they are profitable after the first harvest. Tomatoes $5011 days $60 $10 $9.3/day Tomatoes can be harvested every 4 days after ripening, meaning the plant can
produce $250 profit within 28 days of life. Radish$406 days $90$50$8.3/day Corn$15014 days $50-$100$7.4 For corn to be profitable, you have to plant it in early summer and collect it through the fall. He manages a meager $1.9/day if you only plant it for one season and manage 4 harvests (it is
available every 4 days after maturity). Corn is involved in two bundles, so I advise you to buy a few and fertilize them so that you can get a gold star corn for quality crops and extra for drop bundle crops. Poppy $1007 days $140 $40 $5.7/day Spangle $508 days $90 $40 $5/day Wheat $104 days $25 $15
$3.8/day blueberries are the most profitable summer harvest overall though Can be good for a quick buck later in the game when you are able to get them to Oasis. Keep in mind that some foods are used in cooking recipes, so you have reason to grow less profitable crops. In addition, some of the Used in
kits and will be needed to complete the community center. See also: Harvest (all), spring crops and autumn crops I did in spring and summer, but I don't remember how long it took them to grow. Stardew Valley Best Crops Guide: Summer Crops Blueberry - 880 gold profits for harvest / Purchased from the
general store of Pierre Starfruit - 800 gold profits for the harvest / Purchased in the desert... Throw the CP Colored Seeds folder into the Stardew Valley/Mods catalog. Mixed seeds, harvested in any season, always grow to become crops of the season in which they are planted. They are given as a reward
from the Community Center. Stardew Valley: Summer Culture Harvest Rising Times, Sales Prices, and Earnings Per Day. Vicky has 4 days for winter seeds, but doesn't mention other seasons. You can find out how long the harvest is growing. answer your question, I'm a fan of melons in summer, and
starfruit is great if you have barrels. In the last couple of days of spring, summer or winter I'm up to any plant free field and seed it with wild seeds, mixed seeds, or in the absence of those any cheap unseasonal harvest I ... Stardew Valley - The best summer cultures. Harvest plants that are grown from
seeds that will be harvested for profit, food or gifts. I did in spring and summer, but I don't remember how long it took for them to grow. 50G purchase costs. I also always keep any mixed seeds I get. Ingredients 1 Wild Horse, 1 Duffodil, 1 Chick, 1 Dandelion Finally Summer! Seeds that grow over several
seasons have mixed colors. Crows don't attack summer seeds, so scarecrows aren't needed. worth about 10,000 gets about 50,000 so 40,000 profit. Melon seeds. They can be purchased from Pierre's general store, in JojaMart, from Magic Shop Boat at the night market for the winter 16, and sometimes
from Travel Cart.They can also be obtained by seed maker. Thank you!!! They can be planted in the summer, and have a chance to grow grapes, spice berries, or sweet peas. Summer feed kit. As a rule, each culture is seasonal. I'm currently on my fifth play-through and I still get star eyes when I start
giving gifts to a character I'm in love with, but after 200 hours it's nice to help beef my wallet a bit so that the next house extension won't put me in the shed. Teh... Anyone who could enlightem me, on how long/many days, need to fully grow. The price of seeds, the sale of the crop and the profit on the day
when the table below shows all the summer crops in the Stardew Valley and the price at which they can be bought in the store. Seriously buy as much as you can. You can buy blueberry seeds from Pierre's shop for 80 gold each, and the crop sells for 50 golds per. We will explain each crop guide
according to the season in spring, summer and fall. We will also discuss the profits you will receive and along with the place from where you can buy the seeds of the crop. Every season except autumn, I collect feed items make seasonal wild seeds. The soline. So I found a rare seed at a Fri/Sunday
vendor in the woods, but I'm not sure if I get it right. Good thanks for allowing me to know about winter seeds :) Good question. 100 strawberries will help you farm 6 to unlock quality sprinklers. Spring seeds are a type of crafted seed. The purchase price is 80G. Now we have a lot to do it buckle up for this
episode. Starfruit seeds cost a ton ... With all your money harvesting from spring, go all-spot on blueberries for summer one. Summer! Aside from crafting, you can also get them out of the travel basket for 165g- 1000g, by placing Spice Berry's Seed Maker, or as a reward for completing the Summer
foraging Bundle. Sword seeds are a type of seed. Vicky has 4 days for winter seeds, but doesn't mention other seasons. The craft recipe is labeled as Wild Seeds (Sp), but when manufactured, the result is Spring Seeds. March 20, 2016 9:41 p.m. Seeds are off-season I'm just wondering if summer seeds
will grow if I plant them in the spring. Spring-Autumn, Ancient Seeds Spring-Potato Summer-Blueberry Autumn- Rare Seed, Cranberry Spring-Autumn? Summer seeds. Spring seeds are a type of seed in the Stardew Valley. The crafting recipe is labeled as Wild Seeds (Su), but when manufactured, the
result is Summer Seeds. Tomato seeds. It's all inside. Winter seeds are blue. Continue to work on prey to get sprinkler materials, it will help to reduce the time and energy that needs to be spent on watering. Spring seeds are light green. As you upgrade 1.4, you can now use 2 seasonal seeds (spring
seeds, summer seeds, etc.) in the seed producer to get 2 to 4 mixed seeds. In this guide, we'll share all the best cultures for Stardew Valley, which are summer, spring and fall. Mature plants give summer flowers Spangle. Above ground in Stardew Valley 80g 100g 120g 160g 25: 11:35: 15: 45: 20: 65: 29:
Summer Seeds. A crop that will grow from a mixed seed is decided when it is planted. Mixed seeds are a random type of seed capable of producing a certain set of crops (listed below). Behavioral Problem Solution, How to Make a Ring With Paper, Sourdough Pancakes with Self Rising Flour, Claritin for
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